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ABSTRACT

Thi.s thesis deals with ~ paradox: the early Christian

9

Fathers, who were active before the Edict of Milan of 313 CE,

were firmly against art, w)'liJ,.e at the same time, Christians were
"! •

busy\)roduCing a mass of monumental ~rtistic works such as those

which are found in the Roman catacombs. An examination of the

Fathe-rs~' stance in relation to the existence of the artistic

monuments led to an investigation pf secondary literature on the

subject. This revealed that both historians of religion and art

unquestioningly accepted the Fathers as orthodox. That is, the

Fathers represented the majority of Christians and were the official
\

voice of the Christian church, the centre of which was seen to be

at Rome.

But the gre·at mass of art was produced in Rome and, with

the exception of Justin Martyr, none of the Fathers were active

in the city. Is it possible then, to equate the Fathers with

~

Rome and with orthodoxy? Who weve the Roman ~hrist~ans who pro-

duced the art? ~ey obViously did not adhere to the Fathers'

aniconic opinions. Because these art-producing ChListians

did not follow the Fathers' dicta, would this automatically

make them heretics as the Fathers intimate?

This problem must be approached from another perspective.

The ultimate authority of the Fathers and their iconophobic

position in theAr own time must be re-examined. It will be seen'
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that they may not ha~e been as influential during their own

lifet~es as their writings have been for posterity. By freeing

the Fathers from their straight-jacket of dictatorial orthodoxy,

they can be perceived as a protesting provincial faction who

tried to warn Roman art-producing Christians of the dangers

of visual images. At the same, time" those Roman Christians

who produced the art were not heretics, but were the nucleus

of those groups in Rome who, within a centw;y, were to consoli
r-

date their control over the various Christian factions in the,
-eternal city. It was this group of Chri~tians who were to be-

COI!1e the winning orthodoxy recognized by the Edict of Milan.
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Introduction

This thesis deals with a paradox: on the one hand, there is

the fact of an art attributable to the Christians of the first centuries

of the common era; on the other, there 1s a negative, hostile, some-

times even prohibitory attitude toward art on the part of the contemporary

church Fathera- 1 This paradox, it will be maintained, holds for the

earliest Christian period before the Edict of Milan (313 CE). (Later..
this hostile attitu?e periodically e~pte~c1tmaxing in the eighth- and

/ 2
ninth-centur~ iconoclastic crises of the ByzantIne church.) The paradox

can be epitomized as a "Christian hostility to art" versus "Christian

production of art".

Is this paradox real or is it only apparent? Has it perhaps

been created artificially by uncritical analyses of the material found

in the Fathers? 3 Or were the Fathers really iconophobic? This 'study

will examine both sides of the paradox (~nte-Nicene Fathers condemned

art, ante-Nicene Christians produced it) and will propose that the problem

holds: the paradox 1s real.

The Fathers were mainly fighting against idolatry and heresy

the altogether natural result, in their opinion, of a liking for and•
creation of artistic objects. Such terms as "artistic objects" or

"artifacts" or "(ChrislH4.an) art" will be used here to refer not only to

paintings and statues, but also to sarcophagi, to amulets and manuscripts,

to jewelry an~ hollow ware -- in other words, to all the objects that

might fall, because of their ahap" or ,decoration, under patristic con-
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demnation as idolatrous.

Inasmuch as it can no longer merely be assumed, that the paradox

referred to above really holds, a major effort of the thesis will be

to vindicate the paradox as real; that is, t~ establish that the Fathers
,

were indeed hoatil~ to art and that a Christian art which dates before

the Edict of Milan did, indeed, exist.

But historical paradoxes demand historical resolutions. In con-

sequence,this thesis will examine the principal historical resolutions

of the paradox, all of which seem to the writer inadequate. In an effort

to conclude constructively, a further solution will be proposed by the

writer, one that hinges on an examination of how to identify, how to

locate historically, the conflicting camps of patristic writers and

Christian sponsors of art. This, U3the end, will lead to a deeper

enquiry: namely, to the problem of the historic character of the movement

(or~ovements) reflected in the recently disco~ered Nag Rammadl texts,

which appeared to the Fathers to be a dissident and heretical Christianity.

As often happens in historical work, the right posing of the

question is of even more fundamental importance than the various answers,

including that of the writer. The substance of the thesis is bent on

the right posing of the question. The writer will be content if the

J
resolution of tQe historical paradox between the Fathers and the art is

less inadequate, less liable to crippling objections, than preVious

efforts.

The plan of the thesis is as follows: Chapter One: Was early

Christianity as represented by the Fathers hostile to art? Chapter
.

Two: Was the~e a-Christian art bafore the Edict of Milan? Chapter

Three: Solutions to the paradox.
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Chapter I

Th~ Paradox

The first major question and a persistent one is whether the

1
pre-Constantinian Fathers who represent "official orthodoxy" were,.

in fact characterized by a hostility toward art. But before tackling

lit
the question t it may be in,order to pause and reflect a moment. First,

what sorts of data would serve as evidence?~ SecondlYt what answers have

previously been given to the question? And how good are they?

The question "was there or was there not an 'official' hostility

toward art?" bears on a matter of fact. The question, then. is his.torical,

and the most direct evidence would be found in the writings of the Fathers
j

~hemselves as well as other contemporary texts known to be sympathetic to

the Fathers' views, (e.g., the Didache). The types of data that might

serve as evidence found in the patristic texts themselves are: (1) texts

dealing with art in relation to idolatry and its associated practices;

(2) texts dealing with specific artifacts and their uses.

Secondly, what answers have already been given to the question of,
whether the pre-Constantinian Fathers were t in fact t characterized by

hostility to art? Though scholarly views have differed on countless par-

ticulars. scholarship on this topic from Renan to the present haSt on the

whole, affirmed~ the stance of the Fathers toward art was negative.,
A recent contributQr to this diSC~SS10~_S pu: it SUCCinctlY:, "It

universally held to be a fact that' the early Church was hos.t~e to

3

•
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But it is this contributor, Sister Charles Murray, who has issued the

most trenchant challenge to the consensus. Her argument will accordingly

be considered in ~~ course in t:his chapt:01:. .,J
Past treatments of the matter since the nineteenth century have

not been equally detailed or equally cogent. 1n part this reflects the

lacunary state of the -data. While in general~ the fund of patristic

writings ~s relatively rich, there must have been much ~hat was destroyed,

MOreover, not all the Fathers dealt with the issue 9£ art and those that

did were hardly concerned with aesthetic Ahd artistic matters. Almost

nothing is said of art or artifacts being utilized as a component of

ritual. 3 The Fathers are concerned with art as an instrument of the

"demons'! al).d a deception of the faithfuL Art is condenmed particularly-
by reason of its connection with idolatry. Without art, idolatry would

..
be impossible.

In· this chapter the patristic texts will be examined nQt in chrono-

logical order, but according to the order of expository convenience: part i,

Art in Relation to Idolatr.y and Heresy, part ii, The Fathers and Specific, ,
Artistic Monuments. (The la~rt (iii) will deal with Murray's

cr;i.tique. )

, t
t i. Art in Relation to Idolatry and Heresy

The Christian Fathers'of the ante~Nicene period speak of art pri-

I

I
I

"I

marily in relation to id~latry, -which accounts for why their at titude is

one of unanimous condemnati~n. To make the Fathers' persp~ctive intelligible,

it should be ~ecalled t~t from early in the his~ory of the ancient world

religious conceptions an~ practices provided the major functfon and'con-

'r
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art. It was only In the era roughly contemporary with Christian

r

origins e plastic arts began to assume importance in profane con-

texts 1 and even here the break with religion was not total. It was the

Fathers' conception of Christianity as a religion which was radically

and newly spi~:tual that led them to deprecate the arts, which hal so

long and conspicuously served the pagan cults. Thus, Minucius Felix in

his third, century dialogue between a Christian, Octavius, and a pagan,

Caecilius Natalis, has ~taviuS say:

But do you think that we conceal~t we worship,
if we have no temples and altars? And yet what
image of ~d shall I make, since, if you think
rightly, man himself is the image of God? What
temple shall I build to Him. when this whole
wQrld fashioned by his work tannot rec~ive Him?
And when I, a man, dwell far and wide. ~hall I
shut up the might of so great a majesty within
one little building? (Oct. xxxii)

~/ Origen, too, said in response to Celsus'saccusation that Christians do

not set up altars and images (that is, have tangible evidence of their.., ---...
cult and thus must be a forbidden, secret society):2

He does not notice that our altars are the mind
of each righteous man, from which true a~d in
telligible incense with a sweet savour is sent
up, prayers from a true conscience. (CC VIII. I?)

Commodianus, about 240 CE, said quite simply,-- If you wish to live, surrender yourselves to
the second law. Avoid the worship of temples,
the oracles of demons: turn yourselves to
Christ. •.• (Instr. xxxv)

He admonished complete rejection of image worship, temples, oracles and

encouraged all who "wish to live" to keep totally the ban of the second
--"

commandment (Ex 20:4).

.'
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Why must true Christians avoid the worship of temples and not

have images and altars? For Minucius Felix the reason was that the

godhead could not be contained or confined but was in all things. Origen \

used the physical objects of pagan worship to contrast with the meta-

physical allegory of pure Christian worship -- the righteousness of a

::U:h:r::::O::dC::::::::::~' ~:~~~::' ::c:::-::::n:a::::::a::::rence

was, in fact, a topos of patristic literature on art. Although few of

the Fathers (with the exception of Clement of Alexandria 3 and Tertullian 4)

quote or refer directly to the "second commandment lt of Exodus 20, it seems

that they all imply the prohibition of creating "graven images" when they

write against art and idolatry. But th~fe was much more to the matter

than that. The Fathers, living in the Graeco-Roman milieu saw idolatry,

.
its temples, rites ~nd images as a completely man-made abomination which

was initiated and perpetrated by Itdemons". 5 Since art a.nd the other

ritualistic arts served these cults and indeed owed their existence to

them, the Fathers saw the arts and those who created them as being in

league with these Itdemons". Condemnation fell equally upon the creators

of these arts, the craftsmen and image-makers, as much as it did upon the

object itself.

Justin Martyr exposed the rationale of the Christian stand against

idols:

\

And neither do we honour with many sacrifices
and garlands of flowers such deities as men have formed
and set in shrines and called gods .•.• The craftsmen
••• ma~ing an image of the requisite shape, they make
what they call a god. (I Apol. ix)

) "
"

",

.
,,,

J
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Furthe~ore, he added, those who made these idols were morally

••• Artificers of these (idols) are both in
temperate, and, not to enter into particulars,
are practised in every vice.•• even their own
girls who work along with them they corrupt.
(I Apol. ix)

The Epistle to Diognetos, in a discussion on the procedures for manufactur-

ing idols, declared it ludicrous that the physical substance of a pot and

a god should be the same, adding that those who worship these gods become

like them, lifeless, dumb, blind, rotting pieces of corruption. (Ep.

Diog. ii)
r

The Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions echo the Epistle to Diogetos that

those who worship idols become like them, further urging by reference to

Gen. 1:26 that the idolater loses his created likeness in God's image.

(Ps. CI. Rec. V, xv) Origen saw image-worshippers as choosing to look

downward. As a result they were mired in darkness •

... All those who look at the evil productions
of painters and sculptors and image-makers sit
in darkness and are steeped in it, since they
do not wish to look up and ascend in their mind
from all visib~e and sensible things to the
Creator of all who is light. (CC VI. 66)

Although arti~ts themselves are not condemned in this passage, certain

results of t~ir handiwork are. It seems to follow, however, that those

who toil for the rewards of idolmaking, even though not intending to

worship the object, are equally cQndemned with those who do worship the

idol. This, of course, places all artists under suspicion.

Tertullian takes the final step, connecting manufacture with worship.

/


























































































































































































































































































































































































































